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WHAT IS INCOME?
Mr. Chairman, etc. -
Some of you may think the answer to my question would be simple 
if government, and professors — and accountants -- had not made it 
complicated.
Why not say that income is what you take in, and let it go at 
that? Well, for one thing, income is also what you pay taxes on, and if 
we had to pay taxes on everything we take in, most of us would soon be 
broke.
So we make a very important distinction between gross income and 
net taxable income. Then there are other forms, like income from current 
operations, income from investments, deferred income, income collected in 
advance, and quite a few more. Believe it or not, there’s a reason for 
all of them -- they weren’t invented just to make trouble for business 
men who have to keep books, even if it seems that way at the end of 
every fiscal year.
The measurement of income is actually the most important measure­
ment in our whole economy. That’s a broad statement, but I think you will 
recognize that it is true. In the United States’ free enterprise system, 
it is the income figures which tell us how we are doing as a nation. You 
can't add up the production of automobiles, the production of wheat, the 
number of shirts washed every week in commercial laundries, the number of 
feet of movie film turned out in Hollywood, and all the other things
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which make up a going country — and come out with a figure that means 
anything. You have to convert them all into dollars to find out the 
national product, or the national income.
The job of translating production of goods and services into dollars 
is one way to describe accounting. And it is no easy job. Different 
people, all with completely honest intentions, can arrive at widely 
different results. The accountant, by following established rules and 
procedures, tries to minimize the differences. Without these established 
rules and procedures, the situation would be completely chaotic, and most 
income figures would be practically meaningless.
As the simplest possible case, let's consider the income of a
man who has a salary of $100. a week, and has no other source of revenue.
His gross income is $5,200 a year — that’s easy. But after his 
social security and withholding taxes are deducted, he takes home only 
a bit more that $80. a week, depending on how many children he has. 
When he and his wife make out their joint income tax return, taking 
advantage of the income-splitting provision, they may take exemptions of 
$1,200 for themselves, $600 for each dependent, $520 as the optional
standard deduction for charity and allowable expenses, and if they have 
two children they may report a normal tax net income of $2,280 a year.
So his income made be described as one hundred dollars a week, 
eighty-odd dollars a week, or about forty-five dollars a week, depend­
ing on the point of view.
As a matter of fact, after taxes, and his regular payments on 
insurance and his car and the mortgage on his house, and after he gives 
his wife something for groceries, he's lucky if he has ten dollars a
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week left for lunches and taking his family to the movies.
Before we leave this poor taxpayer, I’d like to raise one
more question about his income. I said that he is making $5,200 a year 
today. Before the war, his salary was $4,000- So he’s had an increase 
of 30 per cent in dollar pay. But his cost of living has gone up 
considerably more than 30 per cent. So his income in terms of what he 
can buy is less than it was before the war. Is he really making more than 
he was before, or less? I know what his wife would say.
II
Figuring business income includes all the complications involved 
in the calculation of an individual’s income, and a lot more. In the 
first place, it is not always easy to determine the gross income of a 
business for a given period -- the figure which corresponds to my 
salaried man’s $5,200 a year.
For one thing, most businesses have accounts receivable at the 
end of a year, or fiscal year. Some of them may be collectible, some 
may not. They are part of the income for sales or services rendered 
during the year, but just how much should be allowed for bad debts? It 
is not often that we can be absolutely sure.
Part of the income may be in the form of a larger inventory, 
or other assets for which.it is difficult to fix an exact dollar value. 
Or the company may have received a tax refund during the year which 
resulted from something which happened two years before, and has no real 
connection with the current year’s operations. Should it be listed as
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part of the annual income, or not?
As a matter of fact, many of the most difficult problems in 
accounting arise from the necessity of making measurements in arbitrary 
periods of time. A going concern does not come to a dead stop on 
December 31, and start up again the next day. Accountants have recommended 
that each business should end its fiscal year at the point when operations 
are at their lowest ebb — or, in the terms we use, at the end of the 
natural business year — but even then there would always be something 
going on. Income is usually received in a fairly steady flow; it does 
not stop and start for the convenience of accountants. And what most 
people want to know when they look at an income statement is how a 
business is doing, rather than what it would be worth if it had to be 
liquidated suddenly.
I am reminded of the fact that Americans have traditionally 
figured a man’s wealth in terms of his accumulated holdings — an 
American millionaire is a man with a million dollars or more. The 
British, on the other hand, rarely refer to the value of a man’s property; 
instead, they talk of wealth in terms of annual income. A rich Englishman, 
they say, is "worth 50,000 pounds a year.” Before taxes, that would be, 
in these days.
When it comes to corporation finances, at least, Americans are 
shifting more and more toward the British approach. The average 
investor is a lot more interested in the amount of money made last year 
by General Motors, or General Electric, or United States Steel, than he 
is in the largely theoretical figure of how much their property would 
be worth if it could all be disposed of at once at current market values.
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I have mentioned a few of the difficulties about determining an 
exact figure for a business' gross income, or gross receipts. When we 
start to figure the expenses which must be deducted in the process of 
arriving at net income or net profit, the questions become even tougher. 
Materials bought and consumed, wages paid — certainly they are included. 
But what about a new building which will be used for many years? What 
about new tools? What about insurance paid for three years in advance? 
What about reserves for taxes which are the subject of discussion with the 
Internal Revenue Department? And what about the fact that businesses as
  well as individuals are now dealing with inflated dollars?
Many of you have encountered problems like these in your own 
experience. You know how hard it is to figure your business income for 
tax purposes, even with the benefit of fairly definite -- and sometimes 
arbitrary — rules laid down by the Treasury Department. Yet I doubt 
if any of you would say that the figure on which you pay taxes is an 
exact indication of how well or how badly your business did last year.
A lot of business and professional men in the United States 
never really know just how much they are making. Some of them even go 
broke when they think they are doing all right, because they have failed 
to make the proper deduction of expenses from income.
III
Bookkeeping methods almost always seem complicated to the layman, 
and for a business of any size, they are fairly complicated. I've known 
some business men who complain more about the books they have to keep 
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in order to pay their taxes than they do about the taxes themselves. But 
let’s be fair about it. The situation is not entirely the fault of 
government, or of the business man himself — or even of the accountants.
We live in a wonderfully complicated world, and if it were not 
so complicated, it would not be nearly so wonderful. Of course we all 
heave a sigh occasionally for the good old days when living was simple. 
But not many of us really want to give up our mechanical refrigerators, 
our automobiles, our telephones and railroads and airlines.
As you know, it takes many, many thousands of drawings before a 
new automobile or farm machine or locomotive can be put into production. 
Henry Kaiser once said that a new airplane was complete when the weight 
of the airplane equalled the weight of the blueprints. That’s paperwork 
with a vengeance. But nobody objects to it, because any informed person 
realizes that good paperwork in the planning stage cuts down the physical 
work of actual production.
As an accountant, I know that paperwork dealing with finance — 
investment, payrolls, sales, profits, and even taxes — is just as 
necessary to modern business as the blueprints used in a factory.
The average layman apparently has a sneaking suspicion that ac­
countants have made their systems complicated out of sheer cussedness. 
It would be much truer and fairer to say that without the development 
of complicated accounting systems, the modern corporation could not 
exist. As soon as a business grows too large for one man to hold every 
detail of the operation in his head, some form of accounting is necessary. 
Primitive men used to keep tallies with notches on sticks, and the size 
of their business operations was correspondingly limited. It is 
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characteristic of savage tribes even today that they can deal only with 
very small numbers, and that is one of the reasons they remain savage.
Before the days of income taxes, a one-man store could sometimes 
be operated successfully with almost no books at all. But even aside from 
taxes, no sizable corporation could last long today without accurate records 
of income and expenses. The management would be unable to make intelligent 
decisions about how much it could pay for materials, about wage rates, or 
how much to charge for the product. Of course costs and prices are large­
ly fixed in a competitive market, but a corporation cannot be run success­
fully on the blind theory that it will automatically make a profit if it 
pays wages and buys materials at the going rates, and sells its product at 
the average market price. The management must know whether current 
income is enough to show a profit on invested capital, or not.
Now let me remind you that figuring income is not a problem in 
simple arithmetic. Some of the decisions required, such as the best way 
to calculate the value of inventory for a particular company, take 
business judgment of a high order. At the same time, sound accounting 
principles must be followed to obtain meaningful results, not only for 
the business itself, but also for purposes of comparison with other 
businesses. I have no intention of getting technical, but if one 
company makes a charge of depreciation on appreciation, and another does 
not, the direct comparability of their income statements is immediately 
destroyed.
IV
Because absolute accuracy and informed judgment are both involved, 
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a prudent business man usually calls in an independent auditor to go over 
his books, and express a careful opinion as to whether the income state­
ment and the balance sheet accurately reflect the current position of the 
company and its operations for the fiscal year.
The Securities and Exchange Act requires some corporations to 
have their books audited by an independent public or certified public 
accountant, but I am happy to say that many, many companies considered an 
independent audit good business long before they were under any legal 
compulsion to have it.
And in the last thirty years, as ownership of corporate 
securities has become much more widespread throughout the population of 
the United States, the average stockholder has had to rely on the opinions 
of independent certified public accountants, because he is unable to make 
a careful examination of corporation figures himself.
There are, in other words, a lot of people who have very good 
and sufficient reasons for wanting the best possible answer to the 
question "What Is Income?” when it is applied to particular companies. 
And of course there are a lot more who are just curious.
This public has a right to rely on the fact that when an auditor’s 
report is signed by a certified public accountant, it means that the 
books and supporting evidence have been examined by a man with professional 
training, whose skill and experience have been tested by a searching 
examination conducted under state auspices. This examination, incidental­
ly, is uniform in the 48 states, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, 
Puerto Rico, and Alaska.
The public also has a right to rely on the auditor's opinion
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meaning what it says —- that financial statements have been prepared in 
accordance with accepted accounting practice, and are supported by a 
check of the facts. Unfortunately for us, some people want the auditor's 
certificate to mean a lot more than what it says.
I think most businessmen have a more or less vague idea of what 
an auditor does — and what he does not do. They realize that he makes a 
spot-check of methods, figures, and supporting data. It is the auditor’s 
responsibility to decide how extensive the check needs to be to justify 
his opinion that the figures accurately reflect the condition of the 
business at the time the books were closed.
But I have tried to explain why it is impossible for an auditor 
to say flatly that the income of a business for a year is exactly so 
many dollars and so many cents, beyond any possibility of contradiction 
or argument. What he can say is that a fair figure has been arrived at 
by following accepted practice, and that it is comparable to the similar 
figure reported by the business in previous years, or that any lack of 
comparability is fully explained.
A good financial statement will explain in general how the figures 
were arrived at'— how much was charged for depreciation, how much for 
reserves, etc. The figures themselves may be relied on. But the 
disposition of income, depreciation, reserves and other elements in the 
financial statement represent the very essence of business judgment, and 
they are always open to argument, just as you can argue with the 
decision of a baseball umpire even when you are satisfied that he is 
following the rules as he sees them.
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V
I have emphasized the fact that accounting is not an exact 
science. (I might add parenthetically that with general acceptance of the 
theory of relativity, there doesn’t seem to be anything which can be 
called an exact science any more.) But I would not like to leave the 
impression that there is anything fuzzy or capricious about accounting, 
or that one man’s opinion is as good as another’s, regardless of training 
or experience.
On the contrary, it is the very fact that trained judgment is 
required both in preparing and auditing an income statement which makes 
the accountant’s work important. Otherwise it could be performed by any 
 bookkeeper-clerk, or by a machine.
And that is also why the certified public accountant is so jealous 
of his professional standards, why he is so insistent that the public 
interest would suffer if the standards were lowered in any way.
Our American system cannot survive without integrity in 
business financial statements. On the whole, that integrity exists, but 
it is well not to forget the violence of public reaction to the disclosure 
of a few nasty exceptions after the crash of 1929. We cannot afford to 
let that happen again.
Nor is it enough for financial statements to be technically 
accurate, if they are misleading or conceal important facts. There is 
a growing and healthy tendency on the part of business to take the 
public more into its confidence. You may have seen the advertisements 
of the Caterpillar Tractor Company, the General electric Company, and 
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others, which attempt to explain in fairly simple terms what the 
company’s income is, and what happens to it. And our national professional 
society, the American Institute of Accountants has been working for years 
and is still working to make financial statements more informative and 
easier to understand.
Behind all this is the question I have asked today — "What Is 
Income?”. It is not an easy question, as I have told you. But it must 
be answered as clearly, and fully, and plainly as possible. This is a 
paramount responsibility, first of business and then of the accountant, 
because the public places great reliance on these figures.
Government must rely on the figures for the collection of taxes.
Of course the Bureau of Internal Revenue makes spot checks of its own 
from time to time, but the Bureau would be helpless if it could not 
operate on the principle that in the vast majority of cases business 
income is accurately reported.
Banks and other grantors of credit rely on the figures for the 
soundness of loans they make.
Labor unions have been taking a steadily growing interest in 
financial statements. And regardless of how you feel about the idea of 
basing wages on a company’s ability to pay, the integrity and clarity of 
such statements are certain to play an increasing role in labor 
relations. An overstatement of current income may have consequences 
just as serious as understatement.
The investing public — stockholders and potential investors -- 
must rely on the figures to know where to invest the savings which are 
the lifeblood of American business. The individual small stockholder 
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may not read financial statements carefully himself, or understand them. 
One of his chief protections is the knowledge that they have been 
independently audited.
Business men themselves find their accountants’ figures of more 
and more importance as a tool of management. The place of the brilliant, 
intuitive operator in business has been shrinking — the typical success­
ful business man today is a well-trained expert who has learned how to 
deal with facts — and figures. He has learned that figures which 
reveal facts are a lot more useful to everyone concerned than figures 
which conceal them.
We have built up in this country not only the largest but the 
most efficient system of production and distribution in the history of 
the world. We are proud of the fact that we are never satisfied. We are 
always trying to make the system more efficient — and we have never 
stopped moving forward. In that process, the profession of accounting 
occupies a key position. The certified public accountant welcomes this 
growing responsibility.
